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ABSTRACT 
Normally Video contains huge amounts of data which requires to be ordered and compressed in apotent manner. E.g., one hundred 

hours of concise video contains about million frames exacting about Terabytes of data. Recent work in video clustering has forced 

on a constrained representation of video for repose of understanding, representing, indexing and browsing. During the clustering 

process, the video clips are segmented into scenes. Again scenes are further segmented into shots where each represented in 

terms of a few key frames. Video face clustering aims to divide the facial images into different subsets according to various 

persons. Complex shots may require more than one key frame to represent. Traditionally, manual techniques have been included 

to extract key frames from the shots. Here we address the issue of clustering of video images. To endorse the pursuance of video 

clustering by diverse intrinsic cues, pairwise constraints and multiple views, we here propose a constrained multi-view video face 

clustering under a face tracklet linking. This technique can be used in various applications, such as video summarization, 

automatic cast listing in feature-length films and automatic collection of large-scale face datasets .The proposed method 

recurrently assemble in less than 10 iterations between clustering and linking. It further demonstrates that the performance of the 

face clustering and track let linking can benefit with better sophisticated face detection methods that potent to pose, direction 

sense, orientation, lighting and illumination changes. 

 

KEYWORDS:  Video face clustering, sparse subspace representation, multi-view clustering, pairwise constraints and 

tracklet linking. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Video signal is the flow of   time varying images sequence. Video signal is viewed as a series of images 
called frames. An extract of continuous video is obtained by changing the sequence of frames in a rapid manner 
termed as frame rate. Video face clustering mainly aims to divide the facial images into various subsets in 
accordance with different persons, wherein this technique conceivably used in many applications, such as video 
Summarization, automatic cast listing in feature-length films and automatic collection of large-scale face 
datasets. Earlier origin image-based face clustering methods distinguish various individuals only based on the 
facial similarities. About this clustering, prior knowledge can be used to improve the performance. On the other 
hand, somehow traditional face clustering/recognition methods mainly focus in order to obtain a good distance 
measure to illustrate represent the structure of intra-personal similarities and inter-personal dissimilarities. Most 
of the existing video face clustering methods focuses in order to obtain a good representation for the structure of 
inter-personal dissimilarities. 
 
II. Problem Definition and Objective: 

Reliably tracking and clustering of faces in unconstrained videos is a challenging problem, which is 
complicated by drastic changes in backgrounds, illuminations, viewpoints, camera movements and occlusions 
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that frequently occur in actual videos. Most recent works treat these two problems separately part of face 
tracking problem where sequences of face images are associated or a face clustering problem where images are 
divided into different clusters. In cluster, there is some prior knowledge which can be used to improve the 
performance. Our aim is to simultaneously cluster and associates short sequence of faces from video by using 
face tracklet clustering and linking method. 
 
III.Related Works: 
A) Manifold–Manifold Distance combination for face recognition image sets: 

R. Wang, S. Shan, X. Chen, Q. Dai, and W. Gao [5] introduced the method of manifold–manifold distance 
(MMD). MMA Address the issue of classification of face recognition image sets, wherein about every set 
contains facial images belonging to the same set of subjects and nearly covering large variations. In order to 
provide the distance it needs to systematically study the distance among the three levels and provide with linear 
image set in a general multilevel MMD row of framework. Specifically [MMD] express a manifold by a 
combination of least local linear models, each depicted by a subspace. 
 
B) Local Binary Pattern: 

Recognizing facial set of image expressions of human beings by computer is a still interesting and 
challenging problem. Face is the most ultimate important feature of a human being in nature. Everyone have a 
different face features and usually used as various identification. Clearly recognizing different faces for humans 
is not that much difficult task but it is difficult to clearly identify different faces and also their expressions by a 
system. Face expression recognition can employed in a number of applications like surveillance, authentication, 
and security issue. Local Binary Pattern is becoming a popular technique for face representation which is a non-
parametric method. Face recognition is an active research area now a days for estimating identification of face 
image. Zhang, S. Shan, W. Gao, X. Chen, and H. Zhang [12] Uses a novel non-statistics based face 
representation access 'Local Gabor Binary Pattern with Histogram Sequences' (LGBPHS), in which it is 
unnecessary training procedure to construct the face model, hence that the generalizability problem is naturally 
being avoided. It illustrates, a face image is modeled as a 'histogram sequences' by concatenating the histograms 
combination of all the local regions of all the local Gabor magnitude with binary pattern maps 
 
C) Hidden Markov Random Fields: 

Wu, Y. Zhang, B.-G. Hu, and Q. Ji [3] focus on face clustering in videos such that the detected faces from 
real-world videos, they partition all faces sets into K disjoint clusters. Separate from method of clustering on a 
collection of obtain facial images, the faces from videos are correlated as face tracks and also frame index of 
face is provided. As a result, many pair wise constraints between the face indexes can be easily obtained via 
temporal and by spatial knowledge. Two face data sets in videos represent each face by the pixel intensities of 
RGB channels, an 18000 dimensional vector.  About 6 samples are uniformly sampled from each track, later 
about subset of 456 faces is gained. 
 
IV. Framework Of Our Approach: 

Pairwise constraints and multiple views in intrinsic cues employ constraints in the clustering step. The task 
of video face clustering is often very challenging for the following reasons. First we analyze, in prevailing real-
world videos, the appearances of faces vary significantly due to the lighting conditions in environment, 
especially light angles which often shift intensely. Following, one person might have various facial expressions 
and different head poses styles, which change the appearances of faces. In addition partial face occlusions and 
together hair style changes in the video seems to increase the difficulties for video face clustering. Earlier 
image-based face clustering methods discern various individuals only based on facial similarities. It includes to 
strengthen the pair wise constraints through the whole video face clustering framework about sparse subspace 
representation and by spectral clustering. In order to improve the clustering accuracy of the video clustering 
system we are going to implement MLBP (Modified Local Binary Pattern) in Multi-View Constraints. We 
further improve the approach framework into multi-view, named MFTV - C&T. With an input video, we first 
detect all faces in each frame, and then form face tracklets accordingly from contiguous frames. The face 
tracklets clustered in recitation and linked as longer tracks follows bootstrapping manner, followed with the 
final output of the algorithm to the complete long tracks emerged detected faces into cluster labels. 
 
V. System Architecture: 

Initially for a given input video, the video are clustered. Frames are labelled in accordance with the face 
detected. Depending on the labels obtained different faces in video segment are then spilt as two different link 
named as cannot link and must link. Cannot link helps in neglecting the unwanted faces from the video. The 
obtained images are bootstrapped for the face alignment. The must link enables to identify the similar faces 
from the video with the labelled frames. Modified Local Binary Pattern combine with pair wise constrain. From 
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the link obtained from the must and cannot link sparse representation of different faces in the input video, the 
significant faces are clustered and analysed for the 
program where they obtained solution is deployed in a spectral clustering framework to refer further the 
clustering of dataset into subspaces. Later we 
tracklet generation since it is advantageous to solve the two problems.

 

Fig. 1: System Architecture 
 
Algorithm implementation: 

• From the input video we extract the frames & faces from each frame. 
• In our approach, we employ face detector to get exact image of initial face set. 
• The face tracking technique is 
• After detecting the faces, we next align them in order to extract the features of each facial image. 
• The constrained matrix is built up based on must
• Next we consider, the sparse representation with these constraints is deployed to obtain the sparse 

coefficient matrix values corresponding to each feature. 
• Finally, based on these constrained sparse representations, we then apply multi

along with pair wise constraints based on similarity matrix to get the final clustering result.
 

Fig. 2: Flow work of Clustering 
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the link obtained from the must and cannot link sparse representation of different faces in the input video, the 
significant faces are clustered and analysed for the filtering results. This motivates solving a sparse optimization 

obtained solution is deployed in a spectral clustering framework to refer further the 
clustering of dataset into subspaces. Later we align a threshold based on matching score of detected faces using 
tracklet generation since it is advantageous to solve the two problems. 

 
 

From the input video we extract the frames & faces from each frame.  
In our approach, we employ face detector to get exact image of initial face set.  
The face tracking technique is deployed to link the earlier detected face.  
After detecting the faces, we next align them in order to extract the features of each facial image. 
The constrained matrix is built up based on must-link and with cannot-link constraints. 

the sparse representation with these constraints is deployed to obtain the sparse 
coefficient matrix values corresponding to each feature.  

Finally, based on these constrained sparse representations, we then apply multi-view spectral clustering 
constraints based on similarity matrix to get the final clustering result.
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the link obtained from the must and cannot link sparse representation of different faces in the input video, the 
filtering results. This motivates solving a sparse optimization 

obtained solution is deployed in a spectral clustering framework to refer further the 
e of detected faces using 

After detecting the faces, we next align them in order to extract the features of each facial image.  
link constraints.  

the sparse representation with these constraints is deployed to obtain the sparse 

view spectral clustering 
constraints based on similarity matrix to get the final clustering result. 
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From each of the n facial images detected from the given input video, we extract their V types various 
features. The efficient task of multi-
matrices. We here denote the distance of two 
as must and cannot link. The matrix represents the cannot
the face pairs overlapped tracks are set as 
andC = {(xi, x j) ∈ C| ci j = −1} as the sets of the must
spectral clustering with single view, we focus to obtain further new embedding representation.

 
VI.Experimental Process: 
A) Tracklets Detection: 

Detect faces in adjacent frames are then linked, based on similarities in appearance& locations. It involves 
detection of track multiple targets frame by frame, which often encounters irrecoverable errors if a target is not 
detected in one or more successive frames or if two detec
 
B) Labelling the Tracklets Cluster: 

Labelling is the concept of how the self
influenced to classify them. Most modern face recognition systems focus on the problem of identifying the 
novel [probe] face by finding the most 
clustering outputs the obtained cluster label for each tracklet, which then determined based on the face
clustering.  We  here apply a tracking algorithm to not only extend  raw tracklets bi
instead of focusing label frontal view, but to 
with the potential overlapped ones these extended non
associated with each other. In order to exhibit high accuracy, we use both generative
type appearance models of faces and also the context information.
 
C)MLBP & GABOR Feature Detection

MLBP using the multiple features.
improvement of facial texture. GABOR filters with various frequencies and orientations may be helpful for 
obtaining essential features from an image. Gabor filters generally used in patte
Modified Local Binary Pattern (MLBP) approach is based on the assumption that the local differences of the 
central pixel and its neighbors are independent of central pixel itself.

 
Fig. 3: MLBP & GABOR Feature Detection

 
Conclusion: 

From our survey, we found that No Face authentication module to constitute a further proof of the 
versatility, Text based information is not always available. Metric
quality of videos, with that Individual views may not be sufficient on their own to provide a good enough 
clustering result, Robustness varies for number of sampling tracks. In order to overcome the above defects we 
introduce sparse representation in order to improve the clustering resul
the hidden frames and adjacency matrix helps in finding the significant frames in the video. In the proposed 
system we introduce MLBP (Modified Local Binary Pattern) in Multi
the model into the multi-view framework, named MFTV 
each frame, and then exhibit face tracklets separate from adjacent frames. The face tracklets are later iteratively 
clustered with exhibiting the final output of the algorithm leading to the complete long tracks of detected faces 
along with cluster labels 
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From each of the n facial images detected from the given input video, we extract their V types various 
-view face clustering is to cluster these facial images in concert to

We here denote the distance of two points‘uiand uj’according to the two constraint matrices, 
The matrix represents the cannot-link constraints, the elements of 

the face pairs overlapped tracks are set as −1 while Others are set to 0.We also define M= {(xi, x j) 
as the sets of the must-link and cannot-link constraints. For

spectral clustering with single view, we focus to obtain further new embedding representation.

frames are then linked, based on similarities in appearance& locations. It involves 
detection of track multiple targets frame by frame, which often encounters irrecoverable errors if a target is not 
detected in one or more successive frames or if two detections are erroneously linked. 

 
Labelling is the concept of how the self-identity and behaviour of each individuals might be determined or 

influenced to classify them. Most modern face recognition systems focus on the problem of identifying the 
novel [probe] face by finding the most analogous image in a vast database of face images.  The tracklet

ts the obtained cluster label for each tracklet, which then determined based on the face
clustering.  We  here apply a tracking algorithm to not only extend  raw tracklets bi-directionally of the object 
instead of focusing label frontal view, but to help fixing the 'gaps' origin by missed detection. 

the potential overlapped ones these extended non-overlapped face tracklets across the video are then 
associated with each other. In order to exhibit high accuracy, we use both generative type

and also the context information. 

MLBP & GABOR Feature Detection: 
MLBP using the multiple features. It combines both the concept of sign and magnitude features for the 

improvement of facial texture. GABOR filters with various frequencies and orientations may be helpful for 
obtaining essential features from an image. Gabor filters generally used in pattern analysis applications. 
Modified Local Binary Pattern (MLBP) approach is based on the assumption that the local differences of the 
central pixel and its neighbors are independent of central pixel itself. 

MLBP & GABOR Feature Detection 

From our survey, we found that No Face authentication module to constitute a further proof of the 
versatility, Text based information is not always available. Metric-based clustering methods are sensitive to the 

ividual views may not be sufficient on their own to provide a good enough 
clustering result, Robustness varies for number of sampling tracks. In order to overcome the above defects we 
introduce sparse representation in order to improve the clustering result. Matrix generation helps in identifying 
the hidden frames and adjacency matrix helps in finding the significant frames in the video. In the proposed 
system we introduce MLBP (Modified Local Binary Pattern) in Multi-View Constraints. We further improvise

view framework, named MFTV - C&T. With a given input video, we detect all faces in 
each frame, and then exhibit face tracklets separate from adjacent frames. The face tracklets are later iteratively 

nal output of the algorithm leading to the complete long tracks of detected faces 
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From each of the n facial images detected from the given input video, we extract their V types various 
in concert tobestow the 

according to the two constraint matrices, M and C 
link constraints, the elements of which comparable to 

M= {(xi, x j) ∈M| mi j =1} 
constraints. For deploying the k-way 

spectral clustering with single view, we focus to obtain further new embedding representation. 

frames are then linked, based on similarities in appearance& locations. It involves 
detection of track multiple targets frame by frame, which often encounters irrecoverable errors if a target is not 

might be determined or 
influenced to classify them. Most modern face recognition systems focus on the problem of identifying the 

database of face images.  The tracklet-level 
ts the obtained cluster label for each tracklet, which then determined based on the face-level 

directionally of the object 
by missed detection. Being merged 

overlapped face tracklets across the video are then 
type and discriminative 

It combines both the concept of sign and magnitude features for the 
improvement of facial texture. GABOR filters with various frequencies and orientations may be helpful for 

rn analysis applications. 
Modified Local Binary Pattern (MLBP) approach is based on the assumption that the local differences of the 

 

From our survey, we found that No Face authentication module to constitute a further proof of the 
based clustering methods are sensitive to the 

ividual views may not be sufficient on their own to provide a good enough 
clustering result, Robustness varies for number of sampling tracks. In order to overcome the above defects we 

t. Matrix generation helps in identifying 
the hidden frames and adjacency matrix helps in finding the significant frames in the video. In the proposed 

Constraints. We further improvise 
C&T. With a given input video, we detect all faces in 

each frame, and then exhibit face tracklets separate from adjacent frames. The face tracklets are later iteratively 
nal output of the algorithm leading to the complete long tracks of detected faces 
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Future Enhancement: 
In order tonormally improve the clustering results in the future work, the labeltracklet linking intended to 

improve the clustering result with accuracies in tracklet level and combine with face-level respectively. The 
computational cost of the proposed method includes two major parts, including constrained clustering and 
tracklet linking. In addition, the performance of proving face clustering and tracklet linking can benefit for 
exhibiting robust to pose styles, orientation angles or immediate illumination changes.  

Furthermore, we will also  investigate dealing  matching problems  and to include more efficient 
optimization procedures of the constrained clustering  which leads to  incorporating the simultaneous face image 
sets clustering and linking into an overall system for video summarization. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Original video shot 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Sequence of the shot frames  of the video shot 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: Clustering result using Tracklet Linking 
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Fig. 7:  Visualisation of  similarity matrices 
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